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Who was Dr. Alfred Kinsey?  That depends on whom you talk to.  NAMBLA, The North 

American Man/Boy Love Association, who advocates for the rights for men to have sex 

with boys, lionize him saying in 1981, “Gay Liberationists in general, and boy lovers in 

particular, should know Kinsey’s work and hold it dear…implicit in Kinsey is the 

struggle we fight today.” 

However, some say Kinsey is the most evil man of the last century.  Forty one members 

of Congress were so concerned that in 1996, they co-sponsored the “Child Protection and 

Ethics in Education Act,” which called for the US Congress to investigate the research 

and possible criminal activities of Dr. Kinsey.  That’s because according to Kinsey’s own 

data, which was received as scientific truth and forms the basis for comprehensive sex 

education of American school children, there is the sexual abuse of 317 infants and boys 

documented in “Table 34”on page 180 of Kinsey’s “Sexual Behavior in the Human 

Male” (1948). 

The Kinsey Institute has confirmed that Kinsey’s documentation of the sexual 

capabilities of infants and young children is not based on honest, ethical research but on 

the diaries of a single pedophile that molested hundred’s of children.  This pedophile is 

publicly named, Rex King, on an August 1998 British television documentary on Kinsey 

entitled “Secret History:  Kinsey’s Pedophiles.” 

Pedophiles reported to Kinsey on how many “orgasms” babies, some as young as 2 

months old, being abused over a 24 hour period, experienced.  They were timed by a stop 

watch.  How can one know if a baby, who cannot talk yet has had an orgasm? Kinsey 

described evidence of an orgasm as:  “groaning, sobbing…sometimes with an abundance 

of tears (especially among young children)…violent cries, trembling, 

collapse…fainting…pained or frightened…will fight away from the partner.”  Don’t 

worry though; Kinsey said these infants “derive definite pleasure from this situation.” 

Kinsey is dead but his legacy lives on.  Kinsey’s’ claim that “children are sexual from 

birth” is the very foundation of everything sex educators teach our children today in the 

classrooms.  I am a health professional and former sex educator and was unaware of the 

origins of the statement “children are sexual from birth” or the origins of sex education in 

the classroom so I did a little research. 

Another place to investigate Kinsey is in the Sex Offense section of your state legal code.  

The campaign I work for, RSVP America has investigated over 30 states and has found 

Kinsey and his science to be the authority as to “normal” human sexuality.  No surprise 

that consequently laws protecting women, children and the institution of marriage were 

weakened based on what we know to be criminally derived junk science. 

Since those laws have been changed, America has seen a 993% increase in violent crime. 

Who am I to tell you this?  A former sex educator who was mislead because of Kinsey 

data in my training, a woman of the medical sciences, who has seen the sexual disease 

wrought in our children.  Kinsey’s “bad data” Dr. Judith Reisman said, would give us 

“bad results.”  Kinsey believed in no moral protections, which he thought to be restraints. 

He said all sex is “normal,” and that it should be commonly shared with anyone and 

anything and that children are never harmed by adult/child sex, even incest and often 



benefit.  His intent was to shift this nation to an “anything goes” pleasure is the measure 

standard.  To which I say not with my children, and not with my country you don’t!  

 

    


